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Life Loves You
7 Spiritual Practices to Heal Your Life

Louise Hay and Robert Holden
_____________________________________________________________________

"Knowing that life loves you is the secret to loving yourself and
to living a life you love." -Louise Hay
Louise Hay has been an inspiration to millions since her best-
selling book You Can Heal Your Life was published, and in this
new book-a joint project between Louise and Robert Holden,
best-selling author of Shift Happens! and Loveability -readers will
delve into the power of one of Louise's most loved affirmations:
Life Loves You.
Together, Louise and Robert look at what "Life loves YOU" really
means-that life doesn't happen to you; it happens for you. Life is
on your side. And when you understand and live in line with this
philosophy of basic trust, you open yourself up to countless
opportunities to experience greater happiness, creativity,
prosperity, and love.
But the authors don't expect readers to take their word for it. In
fact, they outline seven practical and straightforward experiments
that will help readers experience the loving universe for
themselves. These experiments include:

- Look in the Mirror - learning about Mirror Principle and self-love
- Affirm Your Life - creating a Personal Manifesto of affirmations
for your life
- Follow Your Joy - trusting your inner wisdom and creating an
Affirmation Board
- Forgive the Past - healing your future, releasing the past, and
living in the present.
- Be Grateful Now - appreciating the good in your life
- Learn to Receive - living with an abundance mindset
- Heal the Future - visualizing and creating the life you want
As readers go through the book, they will see more and more
clearly that they are supported in all they do. They will
understand that they live in a friendly universe. And they will
begin to see life in a new way so they can heal themselves and
the world around them.

Author Bio

Louise Hay, the author of the international bestseller You Can Heal Your Life, is a metaphysical lecturer and teacher with more than
40 million books sold worldwide. For more than 30 years, Louise has helped people throughout the world discover and implement
the full potential of their own creative powers for personal growth and self-healing. Louise is the founder and chairman of Hay
House, Inc., which disseminates books, CDs, DVDs, and other products that contribute to the healing of the planet. Visit www.
LouiseHay.com Robert Holden, Ph.D., is the creator of the Loveability program. His work on psychology and spirituality has been
featured on Oprah, Good Morning America, and a PBS special called "Shift Happens." He was also featured in two major BBC-TV
documentaries, The Happiness Formula and How to Be Happy. His corporate clients include Dove and its Campaign for Real Beauty.
He is author of Happiness NOW!, Shift Happens!, Authentic Success (formerly titled Success Intelligence), and Be Happy. Robert
hosts a weekly show on Hay House Radio called Shift Happens! He also contributes daily to his Facebook page at www.facebook.
com/drrobertholden. For information, visit www.robertholden.org. Robert Holden, Ph.D., is the creator of the Loveability program.
His work on psychology and spirituality has been featured on Oprah, Good Morning America, and a PBS special called "Shift
Happens." He was also featured in two major BBC-TV documentaries, The Happiness Formula and How to Be Happy. His corporate
clients include Dove and its Campaign for Real Beauty. He is author of Happiness NOW!, Shift Happens!, Authentic Success
(formerly titled Success Intelligence), and Be Happy. Roberthosts a weekly show on Hay House Radio called Shift Happens! He also
contributes daily to his Facebook page at www.facebook.com/drrobertholden.
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Life Loves You
7 Spiritual Practices to Heal Your Life

Louise Hay and Robert Holden
_____________________________________________________________________

"Knowing that life loves you is the secret to loving yourself and
to living a life you love." -Louise Hay   Louise Hay has been an
inspiration to millions since her best-selling book You Can Heal
Your Life was published, and in this new book-a joint project
between Louise and Robert Holden, best-selling author of Shift
Happens! and Loveability -readers will delve into the power of one
of Louise's most loved affirmations: Life Loves You.
Together, Louise and Robert look at what "Life loves YOU" really
means-that life doesn't happen to you; it happens for you. Life is
on your side. And when you understand and live in line with this
philosophy of basic trust, you open yourself up to countless
opportunities to experience greater happiness, creativity,
prosperity, and love.
But the authors don't expect readers to take their word for it. In
fact, they outline seven practical and straightforward experiments
that will help readers experience the loving universe for
themselves. These experiments include:

- Look in the Mirror - learning about Mirror Principle and self-love
- Affirm Your Life - creating a Personal Manifesto of affirmations
for your life
- Follow Your Joy - trusting your inner wisdom and creating an
Affirmation Board
- Forgive the Past - healing your future, releasing the past, and
living in the present.
- Be Grateful Now - appreciating the good in your life
- Learn to Receive - living with an abundance mindset
- Heal the Future - visualizing and creating the life you want
As readers go through the book, they will see more and more
clearly that they are supported in all they do. They will
understand that they live in a friendly universe. And they will
begin to see life in a new way so they can heal themselves and
the world around them.

Author Bio

Louise Hay, the author of the international bestseller You Can Heal Your Life, is a metaphysical lecturer and teacher with more than
40 million books sold worldwide. For more than 30 years, Louise has helped people throughout the world discover and implement
the full potential of their own creative powers for personal growth and self-healing. Louise is the founder and chairman of Hay
House, Inc., which disseminates books, CDs, DVDs, and other products that contribute to the healing of the planet. Visit www.
LouiseHay.com Robert Holden, Ph.D., is the creator of the Loveability program. His work on psychology and spirituality has been
featured on Oprah, Good Morning America, and a PBS special called "Shift Happens." He was also featured in two major BBC-TV
documentaries, The Happiness Formula and How to Be Happy. His corporate clients include Dove and its Campaign for Real Beauty.
He is author of Happiness NOW!, Shift Happens!, Authentic Success (formerly titled Success Intelligence), and Be Happy. Robert
hosts a weekly show on Hay House Radio called Shift Happens! He also contributes daily to his Facebook page at www.facebook.
com/drrobertholden. For information, visit www.robertholden.org. Robert Holden, Ph.D., is the creator of the Loveability program.
His work on psychology and spirituality has been featured on Oprah, Good Morning America, and a PBS special called "Shift
Happens." He was also featured in two major BBC-TV documentaries, The Happiness Formula and How to Be Happy. His corporate
clients include Dove and its Campaign for Real Beauty. He is author of Happiness NOW!, Shift Happens!, Authentic Success
(formerly titled Success Intelligence), and Be Happy. Roberthosts a weekly show on Hay House Radio called Shift Happens! He also
contributes daily to his Facebook page at www.facebook.com/drrobertholden.
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Talk RX
A Five-Step Process to Create Conversations
that Reduce Stress, Save Time, and Improve
Relationships

Neha Sangwan
_____________________________________________________________________

Dr. Neha Sangwan was a physician partner in one of the largest 
HMOs in the country, seeing thousands of patients each year. As 
she worked in the hospital taking care of people who came in, for 
everything from heart attacks to strokes to cancer, she started to 
see a common thread between them: stress played an underlying 
role in their illness-and how well they were able to recover. 
Delving deeper into their stress, she found that much of it could 
be avoided through something as simpleas better communication. 
We notice our style of communication about as much as fish 
notice the water they swim in, but good communication is a 
powerful tool for creating your best life. Using the five-step 
process Neha outlines in this book, readers will learn how to tune 
into their bodies and identify their thoughts, emotions, and 
desires in order to become masterful communicators. They'll 
deepen their connection with themselves, so they can more fully 
express their true desires and get more of what they want out of 
life. Plus they'll get practical tools that show how to integrate all 
of these concepts into action, setting the stage for effective 
conversations and clear agreements.
This simple process can help readers:

- Reduce stress in their lives
- Keep themselves healthier
- Save time in their interactions
- Improve their relationships
- Get more of what they want

The skills readers will learn in this process can be used in day-to-
day life as well as in those hard-to-face confrontations that can 
greatly influence their health and happiness.

Author Bio

Neha Sangwan, M.D., the CEO and founder of Intuitive Intelligence, is an internal medicine physician and corporate communication
strategist.  Her corporate work focuses on empowering healthcare practitioners and corporate leaders and their teams through
improving their communication skills using a process called the i-Five Experience. She has taken this philosophy to Google,
American Express, and the TEDx Berkeley stage. In addition, she has transitioned her hospital work into a private practice. Neha
earned her bachelor of science in mechanical and biomedical engineering from Michigan State University and worked as a
manufacturing engineer for Motorola before attending medical school at State University of New York at Buffalo. She completed her
internal medicine residency training at Temple University Hospital. Learn more at doctorneha.com.
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Becoming Aware
How to Repattern Your Brain and Revitalize
Your Life

Lisa Garr
_____________________________________________________________________

Lisa Garr wants you to stop going through the motions in life.
She wants you to become aware. Her mission on her
internationally syndicated radio program, The Aware Show, and
now in her first book, is to inspire positive growth in all areas of
life and to bring conscious conversations into everyone's living
room. "My goal is to live each and every day in a conscious way.
Even the tough times can have moments of awareness, as long as
you stay committed to what's real," she says.

Lisa's own story is remarkable. Several years ago, a
traumatic brain injury rendered the LA businesswoman unable to
speak or rely on her short-term memory. She not only used
cutting-edge EEG techniques to heal, but also set out to live a
different life than what she was leading in her pre-accident days.
Lisa also used this moment as a life wake-up call and decided to
transform in every way possible including marrying her true love
and giving birth to their daughter. She started The Aware Show to
bring soul-stirring information to the masses.

The woman who couldn't even say a few words is now a radio
and Internet sensation with a massively growing audience and
huge platform. Here Lisa brings the lessons she has learned on
her show from countless interviews with inspirational, spiritual,
and New Thought leaders to the pages of her own book. She
takes the best of these lessons and discusses how she applies
them to her own life, and explains how readers can, too.

Lisa knows how to use your will to create what you want on
multiple levels.  She even knows how to harness energy and use
your own maximum wattage to get where you want to go in life.
Of course, she knows that life offers several U-turns, too, and she
will explain how to get back on track when the road beneath you
seems to have crumbled-or when life seems to hit you on the
head.

Lisa's book will deal with deeply personal topics including
defining your own happiness, choosing to love someone else, and
conscious parenting. She also includes  "Awareisms" throughout
the book: "quick hit" life lessons that will in a matter of moments
change the way you think and live.

Isn't it time to become aware?

Author Bio

Raised in a well-known entertainment family where her grandmother was an original Rockette and her aunt Teri Garr was a
successful actress, Lisa faced a trauma several years ago that almost cost her everything, but in the end gave her exactly what she
needed. A competitive mountain bike racer living in Los Angeles with a successful business, she was in a state champion race
during a body-defeating heat wave. Lisa experienced severe dehydration and heat stroke at the top of a mountain range and fell
off her bike, landing headfirst and rolling down a mountain.

At that moment, Lisa had a profound out-of-body experience that she will detail in her book. Eventually, she did choose to
return to her human body and continue her life's path on Earth, but it wasn't an easy recovery. A traumatic brain injury rendered
Lisa unable to speak or rely on her short-term memory. She learned that the brain is a "use it or lose it" organ.

In her book, Lisa will explain how she is doing "brain-nastics" all the time, which is a phrase she coined to describe the
exercises she does to keep her brain working at maximum function. "You have to exercise your brain like you would any other body
part," she says. Lisa literally healed her brain using cutting-edge techniques (which will be explained in the book), but also set out
to live a different life than what she was leading inher pre-accident days.

She started The Aware Show radio program in 1999, and each week Lisa interviews body and soul transformational leaders.
Their lessons have been invaluable and life changing, but Lisa doesn't want to walk their walk. Her book will walk her own walk as
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she takes the best of these lessons and discusses how she applies them to her own life as a top interviewer, successful
businesswoman, visionary leader, and loving wife and mother.

She is considered an expert in the field of transformational media programming and is committed to providing messages that
inspire positive growth and change, which makes hera sought-after emcee and speaker . Lisa lives in Southern California with her
husband and 12-year-old daughter. To learn more about Lisa, visit www.theawareshow.com/lisa.
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SHADOWS BEFORE DAWN
Finding the Light of Self-Love Through Your
Darkest Times

Teal Swan
_____________________________________________________________________

Growing up in a tranquil wilderness, Teal Swan had a
childhood that was anything but serene, attracting undue
attention because of her unusually powerful extrasensory
abilities. At the hands of a local cult leader, Teal barely survived
13 years of horrendous abuse. After her escape, she felt
powerless, lost, and unable to cope. Gradually, Teal emerged
from the darkness and into the dawn of profound self-love. In
Shadows Before Dawn , she shows how you too can find radical
self-acceptance and feelings of worthiness that may have been
missing from your life.

Offering a comprehensive self-love toolkit, this book lets you
pick and choose which of her techniques are right for you and
learn step-by-step how to heal from even the deepest levels of
suffering. Every chapter includes powerful exercises, insights, and
perspective from this captivating new voice in spirituality. With a
raw intensity, Teal's words stay with you long after you've put the
book down, and show you the way to complete self-love.

Author Bio

Teal Swan , known to many as "The Spiritual Catalyst" or "The Giggling Guide," was born in Santa Fe, New Mexico, on June 16,
1984, with a range of extrasensory abilities including clairvoyance, clairsentience, clairaudience, and claircognizance. During her
childhood, Teal's parents, both wilderness rangers, accepted a job in the Wasatch-Cache National Forest of Utah, unaware of the
intensely religious climate of the location. Teal's unusual abilities were not only frowned upon but also feared by many in the local
religious community. They attracted the attention of a family acquaintance who inducted her into a local cult, where she was
ritualistically tortured for 13 years. Teal managed to escape from the cult at age 19 and began her process of recovery and
transformation. She now travels the world as a spiritual luminary, using her abilities to remind people of the united, energetic
nature of this universe and teaching them how to find bliss and profoundself-love in even the most difficult challenges. Website:
www.TealSwan.com.
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One Spirit Medicine
Ancient Ways to Ultimate Wellness

Alberto Villoldo
_____________________________________________________________________

Today our minds, our emotions, our relationships, and our
bodies are out of kilter. We know it, but we tend to ignore it until
something brings us up short-a worrying diagnosis, a broken
relationship, or simply an inability to function harmoniously in
everyday life. When things are a little off, we read a self-help
book. When they're really bad, we bring in oncologists to address
cancer, neurologists to repair the brain, psychologists to help us
understand our family of origin. But this fragmented approach to
health is merely a stopgap. To truly heal, we need to return to
the original recipe for wellness discovered by shamans millennia
ago: One Spirit Medicine.

Through One Spirit Medicine, the shamans found that they
could grow a new body that allowed them to live in extraordinary
health. They learned how to switch off the "death clock" inside
every cell, and turn on the "immortality" genes that reside in
password-protected regions of our DNA. Cancer, dementia, and
heart disease were rare. The shamans of old were truly masters
of prevention.

Drawing on more than 25 years of experience as a medical
anthropologist-as well as his own journey back from the edge of
death-acclaimed shamanic teacher Alberto Villoldo shows you how
to detoxify the brain and gut with superfoods; techniques for
working with our luminous energy fields to heal your body; and
follow the ancient path of the medicine wheel to shed
disempowering stories from the past and pave the way for
rebirth.

Using the principles and practices in this book, you can feel
better in a few days, begin to clear your mind and heal your brain
in a week, and in six weeks be on your way to a new body-one
that heals rapidly, retains its youthful vitality, and keeps you
connected to Spirit, to the earth, and to a renewed sense of
purpose in your life.

Author Bio

Alberto Villoldo, Ph.D., has trained as a psychologist and medical anthropologist, and has studied the healing practices of the
Amazon and the Andean shamans. Dr. Villoldo directs The Four Winds Society, where he trains individuals in the U.S. and Europe in
the practice of shamanic energy medicine. He is the founder of the Light Body School, which has campuses in New York, California,
and Germany. He directs the Center for Energy Medicine in Chile, where he investigates and practices the neuroscience of
enlightenment. Dr. Villoldo has written numerous best-selling books, including Shaman, Healer, Sage; The Four Insights;
Courageous Dreaming; and Power Up Your Brain.
Website: www.thefourwinds.com
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Happy Hormones, Slim Belly
Over 40? Lose 7 lbs. the First Week, and Then
2 lbs. Weekly-Guaranteed

Jorge Cruise
_____________________________________________________________________

Science has revealed that most women are drawn to carbs, or ?
Sugar Calories,? due to a biological imperative to balance
hormones. The irony is that you must cut Sugar Calories to lose
weight, but you must also eat Sugar Calories to balance
hormones. With Happy Hormones, Slim Belly™, you will discover
the newest dietary science for women over 40: Women's Carb
Cycling™. It balances your hormones so you can lose up to 7 lbs.
in a week, and then 2 lbs. weekly-guaranteed!

Author Bio

Jorge Cruise is the #1 New York Times best-selling author of 19 weight-loss books. His mission is to guarantee weight loss for busy
people. He has appeared on numerous television shows, including the Today show, The Dr. Oz Show, The Rachael Ray Show, Good
Morning America, The View, and LIVE! with Kelly and Michael.
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Heart Disease
Drug-Free Alternatives to Prevent and Reverse
Heart Disease

edited by Lynne McTaggart
_____________________________________________________________________

Heart disease remains the leading cause of death for both men
and women in the West, yet so little is known about it. Despite
the billions of pounds spent on researching its causes,
conventional medicine continues to offer treatments that are
based on false observations. Many still believe, for example, that
fatty foods clog the arteries (they don't) and that LDL cholesterol
is the villain (it's not - it's merely a symptom). Find out the real
causes, how to treat heart disease and how to prevent it in this
essential guide.

Known for its in-depth research, What Doctors Don't Tell You has
been researching medicine - alternative and conventional - since
1989, and is now widely regarded as one of the best health
newsletters in the world. It grew from a sense of frustration with
conventional medicine and a desire to inform others of its
shortcomings and dangers, and the alternatives that can really
work. Each book in this authoritative new series focuses on a
common health condition or concern, to help readers make
informed decisions about their health, and thehealth of their
families.

Author Bio

Lynne McTaggart is the author of international bestsellers The Field, The Intention Experiment and The Bond. She runs What
Doctors Don't Tell You with her husband, Bryan Hubbard, author of The Untrue Story of You. wddty.com
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Irritable Bowel Syndrome
Causes, Symptoms and Natural Solutions

edited by Lynne McTaggart
_____________________________________________________________________

Title info: Some doctors still maintain that IBS (Irritable Bowel
Syndrome) and other gut-related problems are all in the patient's
head. Thousands of sufferers know that this is completely untrue.

This book provides the definitive review of this disease, its likely
causes, the limitations of conventional therapies and the
alternatives that may work. It provides a complete route-map of
the dietary and lifestyle changes that others have found to work -
and which may help you too.
Series info: What Doctors Don't Tell You is a well-respected
international magazine that has been researching medicine -
alternative and conventional - since 1989. It was started by
award-winning journalist and author Lynne McTaggart, and her
husband, Bryan Hubbard, also a senior journalist. It grew from a
sense of frustration with conventional medicine and a desire to
inform others of its shortcomings and dangers, and the
alternatives that can really work.
Known for its in-depth research, What Doctors Don't Tell You is
now widely regarded as one of the best health newsletters in the
world. It has encouraged doctors to change their treatments, and
given hope and inspiration to hundreds of thousands of people
who just want to be well. Now, in association with What Doctors

Don't Tell You, Hay House is publishing an authoritative new
series of books, each focusing on a common health condition or
concern, to help readers make informed decisions about their
health, and the health of their families.

Author Bio

Lynne McTaggart is the author of international bestsellers The Field, The Intention Experiment and The Bond. She runs What
Doctors Don't Tell You with her husband, Bryan Hubbard. wddty.com
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The Abundance Loop
Celebrate Your Divine Wealth

Juliana Park
_____________________________________________________________________

The Abundance Loop reveals what blocks you from your divine
self, your key to prosperity. Understanding the importance of
money is crucial in today's financially driven world. However,
attaining true wealth has more to do with internal motivations
and experiences than with external circumstances.

This book shows you the way to sustainable personal and
financial empowerment, revealing how fear traps you in a loop of
scarcity and awakening you to your divine purpose. Juliana Park
guides you to think creatively, act with vision, and create the life
you want. When aligned with your divine self, you balance inner
and outer resources to achieve the freedom to be you -and gain
true wealth and abundance.

Author Bio

As a financial advisor for more than a decade with major Wall Street firms, Juliana Park guides people to discover and enjoy their
true wealth. A Certified Financial Planner, she earned a BFA from Cooper Union, an MBA from Yale University, and an MA in Integral
Psychology from John F. Kennedy University. Juliana and her husband manage more than $130 million in assets for high-net-worth
families. Despite her external achievements, Juliana found herself stuck in her own scarcity loop. Following a personal awakening,
she gained a fresh perspective on how to live authentically. Committed to empowering others to shift from scarcity to abundance
and achieve the life they truly want, she offers her experience and insights to clients and the general public through her writing,
lectures, and private consultations. Using an "integral" approach to wealth management, Juliana radically changes people's
relationship with money-and themselves. Juliana savors life in Northern California with her husband and three children.
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Self-Hypnosis
Work with Your Subconscious Mind to Reach
Your Full Potential

Valerie Austin
_____________________________________________________________________

This book will give you the skills to train yourself into deep
hypnotic trances, ridding yourself of negative thoughts and
behaviors, and improving any aspects of your life you want to
change.
Discover:

- easy to follow, step-by-step techniques that you can use to
hypnotize yourself
- practical exercises to help you deepen your trance
- how hypnosis can help you stop smoking, eliminate phobias,
reduce weight, sleep better - and more!
- how hypnosis can help when you have a major illness.
Hay House Basics is a new series that features world-class
experts sharing their knowledge on the topics that matter most
for improving your life. If you want to learn a new skill that will
enhance your wellbeing, Hay House Basics guarantees practical,
targeted wisdom that will give you results!

Author Bio

Valerie Austin is the bestselling author of five hypnosis books and a leading hypnotherapy trainer. She has been educating people
all over the world in the incredible power of the subconscious mind for over 30 years. www.austinhypnotherapytraining.com
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ThetaHealing Seven Planes of
Existence

Vianna Stibal
_____________________________________________________________________

First developed twenty years ago by Vianna Stibal,
ThetaHealing is essentially applied quantum physics. Using a
theta brain wave, which until now was believed to be accessible
only in deep sleep or yogi-level meditation, the practitioner is
able to connect with the energy of All That Is - the energy in
everything - to witness healings of the physical body, and to
identify and change limiting beliefs. This book is for those who
have already started to experience the magic of this energy
healing modality, and wish to deepen their understanding of the
Seven Planes of Existence - the philosophy behind the creation of
ThetaHealing.

Vianna presents exciting new information to help you take your
skill with this work to the next level, and brings the reader into
dimensions that she believes to be the beginnings of life itself, on
a journey that leads outward, past the universe, to transform
beliefs, showing that with a theta state of mind it is possible to
connect to a Divine Energy before it becomes anything in this
universe.

Author Bio

Vianna Stibal is the creator of the powerful energy healing technique, ThetaHealing. An artist, writer, teacher, and intuitive
reader, she is based in Idaho Falls. Vianna is committed to spreading her healing paradigm throughout the world and has trained
teachers and practitioners working in more than 25 countries. She conducts seminars worldwide to teach people of all races, beliefs
and religions about ThetaHealing. www.thetahealing.com
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You Can Heal Your Pet
The Practical Guide to Holistic Health and
Veterinary Care

Elizabeth Whiter and Rohini Sathish
_____________________________________________________________________

You Can Heal Your Pet is a no-nonsense guide that inspires a new
type of holistic pet care and empowers the modern pet owner.
Combining the expertise and knowledge of leading veterinary
surgeon Dr Rohini Sathish MRCVS, and internationally renowned
animal complementary therapist Elizabeth Whiter, this unique and
authoritative guide provides:

- a comprehensive A-Z directory of common health conditions
with treatment options
- top tips to harvest and make simple, tried-and-tested herbal
remedies
- dietary advice for optimum health, and easy-to-make food
recipes
- information on how to vet your vet!
- a step-by-step guide to energy healing and acupressure points

Both Liz and Rohini believe that while conventional veterinary
treatment is vital for acute conditions and emergencies, it fails to
cure chronic problems. The way forward is a holistic, integrated
approach with the active input of a dedicated pet owner - you.
You, and only you, can really heal your pet!

Author Bio

Elizabeth Whiter runs a complementary animal clinic in Sussex and delivers lectures, workshops and professional diploma courses
in animal healing and nutrition. www.elizabethwhiter.com

Dr Rohini Sathish MRCVS is an award-winning holistic and integrative veterinary surgeon with over 13 years experience. www.
cvets.co.uk
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Miraval's Sweet & Savory
Cooking

Justin Cline Macy and Kim Macy
_____________________________________________________________________

Miraval's Sweet & Savory Cooking is a blend of two styles of
cooking by Miraval Resort & Spa's Executive Chef Justin Cline
Macy and Pastry Chef Kim Macy. Although they're from very
different areas of the kitchen, this husband-and-wife team has
come together to create a unique cookbook that will take you on
an exciting journey of culinary delights that are sure to please the
palate and respect the waistline. Whatever your skill level may
be, you'll learn to combine flavors to create bold, delicious dishes
without the added calories. A number of celiac-friendly recipes
and low-fat substitutions are also included so you can
preparemeals that fit the dietary needs of your whole family.

In addition to the array of recipes that align with Miraval's
dedication to optimal well-being, Justin and Kim provide
information on proper cooking tools and equipment, helpful hints
and kitchen safety tips, and a handy shopping list to keep your
pantry well stocked. Beautiful color photographs throughout will
inspire you, and insights on techniques and serving suggestions
will guide your every step. Both chefs are masters at making their
sweet and savory creations lower in fat and calories yet so tasty
that you'd never consider their dishes to be "health food," but
rather delicious food that is full of lively flavors and appealing
textures-and packed with nutrition.

Author Bio

Justin Cline Macy is the executive chef at Miraval Resort & Spa, where he has honed his culinary skills and expertise in spa cuisine
for the last 13 years. He enjoys exploring diverse cultural cuisines and pushing the boundaries in his cooking by combining
international flavors while staying true to spa cuisine's goal of creating nutritious, appetizing dishes. Justin has appeared as a guest
on several national broadcast shows, including The Oprah Winfrey Show and The Millionaire Matchmaker. He has developed the
"Evening with the Chef" weekend series, as well as the In-Villa Culinary Program for Miraval residential villas. Justin is also a
contributing author of Miraval's Mindful Eating and Mindful Living.

Kim Macy pursued her passion for cooking as a career and graduated with honors from Le Cordon Bleu at The Scottsdale Culinary
Institute in Scottsdale, Arizona, in 2004. After interning at Miraval Resort & Spa, she became a permanent member of the culinary
team and has managed the pastry department since 2007. Her work has been showcased in major publications, including the
Arizona Daily Star, Arizona Foothills magazine, and Shape magazine. Kim teaches two live cooking demonstrations a week for
Miraval guests and has been a repeat guest chef on local morning television shows. A contributing author of Miraval's Mindful
Eating and Mindful Living, she has also participated in a recent segment featuring Miraval that aired on the Tennis Channel's Fit to
Hit.
Website: www.MiravalResorts.com
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Nothing Changes Until You Do
A Guide to Self-Compassion and Getting Out of
Your Own Way

Mike Robbins
_____________________________________________________________________

Best-selling author Mike Robbins had a life that many little
boys dream of. Drafted by the New York Yankees directly out of
high school, Mike decided instead to postpone his professional
baseball career until he finished college. After a successful stint at
Stanford, he began life in the minor leagues as a pitcher with the
Kansas City Royals organization, where he played for three years
until an injury benched him for good. This devastating
disappointment changed his life in wonderful ways that he could
have never imagined. He now teaches and speaks around the
world about teamwork, emotional intelligence, and the value of
appreciation and authenticity.

In Nothing Changes Until You Do, Mike's third book, he looks
at one of the most important and challenging aspects of life-our
relationship with ourselves. Even the most successful person
struggles with this delicate relationship, which has created an
epidemic of self-criticism, self-doubt, and thinking that our value
is directly connected to the external world-our jobs, our finances,
our appearance, our accomplishments, and so on.

Through 40 short essays, Mike shows readers that none of this
is true, and brings to light a new way to look at life. With themes
spanning from the importance of trusting yourself to the benefits
of vulnerability to the strength inherent in embracing
powerlessness and change, Mike will help readers get out of their
own way, so they can live a good life. He shows that with a little
self-compassion and a healthy dose of self-acceptance, anyone
can turn away from the negatives that manifest because of a
critical self-perception-things like unkindness, addictions,
sabotaged relationships, unnecessary drama, and more.

Making peace with ourselves is fundamental to happiness. The
suggestions, insights, and reminders of this book will allow
readers to have more compassion, more acceptance, and more
love for themselves-thus giving them access to more compassion,
more acceptance, and more love for the people (and everything
else) in their lives.

Author Bio

Mike Robbins is the author of three books, including the brand new title Nothing Changes Until You Do: A Guide to Self-Compassion
and Getting Out of Your Own Way, which will be published by Hay House (May 6, 2014). He's a sought-after speaker and seminar
leader who speaks to groups of all kinds throughout the world. Some of his clients include Google, Gap, eBay, Wells Fargo, Twitter,
Charles Schwab, and the San Francisco Giants. Since 2008 he's been a regular contributor to the Huffington Post and his books
have been translated into 14 different languages. Mike and his work have been featured on ABC News, the Oprah Radio network,
and in the Washington Post. He lives in the San
Francisco Bay Area with his wife, Michelle, and their daughters Samantha and Rosie. Learn more about Mike at Mike-Robbins.com.
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Crazy Sexy Love Notes
A 52-Card Deck

Kris Carr, illustrated by Lori Portka
_____________________________________________________________________

It's high time you gave yourself a healthy dose of self-love.
The fact is, you deserve it. You are a magnificent, radiant being.
You are divine. And you are awesome. The sooner you start
embracing that and treating yourself accordingly, the sooner your
life will begin to unfold with compassion, purpose, ease, health,
and vitality.

In this card deck from New York Times best-selling author Kris
Carr, featuring gorgeous illustrations by artist Lori Portka, you'll
find gentle, yet powerful reminders to help you care for and
appreciate yourself at the deepest level. Let these love notes
guide you back home when you lose your way, and remind you
to:

Choose love-extend your love to all beings, most importantly

yourself.

Nourish yourself-choose healthy, wholesome foods prepared with

love.

Notice the blessings-when we take stock of our blessings, we

receive more of them.

Be gentle with yourself-you are precious.

Accept yourself unconditionally-let go of who you think you

should be and fall madly in love with who you are in this

moment.

Author Bio

Kris Carr is a multi-week New York Times best-selling author and health advocate. She is the subject and director of the
documentary Crazy Sexy Cancer, which aired on TLC and OWN: The Oprah Winfrey Network. Kris is also the author of the
groundbreaking Crazy Sexy Cancer book series. Her third book, Crazy Sexy Diet, is a wellness game plan for peak health, spiritual
wealth, and happiness. Kris regularly lectures at medical schools, hospitals, corporations such as Whole Foods, and
HarvardUniversity. She is a contributing editor for Natural Health magazine and writes for many online publications. TV
appearances include the Today show, Good Morning America, CBS Evening News, The Early Show, The Revolution, The Gayle King
Show, and The Oprah Winfrey Show. As an irreverent foot soldier in the fight against disease, Kris inspires people to take charge of
their health and happiness by adopting a plant-based diet, improving lifestyle practices, and learning to live and love with passion.
Her motto: Make juice not war! Visit: kriscarr.com
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The Pain Cure Rx
The Yass Method for Diagnosing and Resolving
Chronic Pain

Mitchell Yass
_____________________________________________________________________

Chronic pain has become an international epidemic-an
estimated one billion people across the globe suffer every day.
And, what Dr. Mitchell Yass has found over his 20-year career is
that many of these people suffer needlessly. While the current
medical model for treating pain isn't helping, there is hope-and
that's what this book is about.

In The Pain Cure Rx, Dr. Mitchell Yass presents the Yass
Method, an alternative model of treatment that can resolve pain
quickly and effectively without surgery or medication. While
working with more than 14,000 patients, Dr. Yass realized that
many cases of chronic pain are the result of misdiagnosis and
thus improper treatment. In the medical community today, most
chronic pain is attributed to a structural problem, such as a
herniated disc, stenosis, a meniscal tear, or arthritis. But Dr. Yass
has found that in about 90 percent of these cases, the cause is
actually a muscular weakness or imbalance-a condition that's
easy to treat on your own with very little equipment. The Yass
Method focuses on getting the proper diagnosis-finding the true
source of the pain-and then using simple exercises to find lifelong
relief.

In this book, Dr. Yass looks at the most common areas where
people experience pain-the neck, low back, mid-back, gluteal
region, knee, shoulder, and hip-and lays out simple tests that
examine things like range of motion, flexibility, walking patterns,
and posture that readers can do in the comfort of their own
homes. He teaches them how to use this information, along with
an analysis of their symptoms, to identify if their pain is in fact
muscular ratherthan structural. If it is structural, they can choose
surgery, knowing that the outcome will likely be good. But if the
pain is muscular, they can use the easy, step-by-step exercises
and routines in the book to get the pain resolution they're
searching for.  The key is to get the right diagnosis by looking at
your symptoms, not invalid diagnostic tests.

Many of the people Dr. Yass has treated came to him as a last
resort before surgery or as a follow-up after surgery that didn't
resolve their pain. Many of them had been told that they would
have to manage their pain using drugs for the rest of their lives,
or worse that there was nothing left to try-they would simply
have to live with the pain. But now, in this revolutionary book, Dr.
Yass shows that, in most cases, this simply isn't true and
empowers readers to create a pain-free life.

Author Bio

Dr. Mitchell Yass has spent the past 20 years developing his method of diagnosing and treating the cause, not the symptom, of
pain and believes that this is the future of pain relief. He is currently treating patients in Florida utilizing his unique method, is the
author of Overpowering Pain, and was host of the radio show Stop the Pain; I Want My Life Back. He has written articles for various
publications including Advance for Physical Therapists and PT Assistants, Bottom Line Health, and Cure-Back-Pain.org, and he has
been featured on numerous radio shows. Learn more at www.mitchellyass.com.
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The Pain Cure Rx
The Yass Method for Diagnosing and Resolving
Chronic Pain

Mitchell Yass
_____________________________________________________________________

Chronic pain has become an international epidemic-an
estimated one billion people across the globe suffer every day.
And, what Dr. Mitchell Yass has found over his 20-year career is
that many of these people suffer needlessly. While the current
medical model for treating pain isn't helping, there is hope-and
that's what this program is about.

In The Pain Cure Rx, Dr. Mitchell Yass presents the Yass
Method, an alternative model of treatment that can resolve pain
quickly and effectively without surgery or medication. While
working with more than 14,000 patients, Dr. Yass realized that
many cases of chronic pain are the result of misdiagnosis and
thus improper treatment. In the medical community today, most
chronic pain is attributed to a structural problem, such as a
herniated disc, stenosis, a meniscal tear, or arthritis. But Dr. Yass
has found that in about 90 percent of these cases, the cause is
actually a muscular weakness or imbalance-a condition that's
easy to treat on your own with very little equipment. The Yass
Method focuses on getting the proper diagnosis-finding the true
source of the pain-and then using simple exercises to find lifelong
relief.

In this recording, Dr. Yass looks at the most common areas
where people experience pain-the neck, low back, mid-back,
gluteal region, knee, shoulder, and hip-and lays out simple tests
that examine things like range of motion, flexibility, walking
patterns, and posture that readers can do in the comfort of their
own homes. He teaches them how to use this information, along
with an analysis of their symptoms, to identify if their pain is in
fact muscular rather than structural. If it is structural, they can
choose surgery, knowing that the outcome will likely be good. But
if the pain is muscular, they can use the easy, step-by-step
exercises and routines referenced in this program-and shown in
videos on his website-to get the pain resolution they're searching
for.  The key is to get the right diagnosis by looking at your
symptoms, not invalid diagnostic tests.

Many of the people Dr. Yass has treated came to him as a last
resort before surgery or as a follow-up after surgery that didn't
resolve their pain. Many of them had been told that they would
have to manage their pain using drugs for the rest of their lives,
or worse that there was nothing left to try-they would simply
have to live with the pain. But now, in this revolutionary book, Dr.
Yass shows that, in most cases, this simply isn't true and
empowers readers to create a pain-free life.

Author Bio

Dr. Mitchell Yass has spent the past 20 years developing his method of diagnosing and treating the cause, not the symptom, of
pain and believes that this is the future of pain relief. He is currently treating patients in Florida utilizing his unique method, is the
author of Overpowering Pain, and was host of the radio show Stop the Pain; I Want My Life Back. He has written articles for various
publications including Advance for Physical Therapists and PT Assistants, Bottom Line Health, and Cure-Back-Pain.org, and he has
been featured on numerous radio shows. Learn more at www.mitchellyass.com.
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Deliberate Receiving
Finally, the Universe Makes Some Freakin'
Sense!

Melody Fletcher
_____________________________________________________________________

Deliberate Receiving: Finally, the Universe Makes Some Freakin'

Sense! is a hilarious, fun, but deeply practical guide for anyone
who was inspired and excited by the promise of The Secret, but
felt that it fell flat when it came to the actual details of how to
manifest your desires in real life.
Outrageously fun, infinitely logical and full of practical, applicable
wisdom, Melody's humorous, no-BS style is paired with an
astounding ability to bring through higher guidance that will help
you make seismic shifts in your understanding of what has been
holding you back. This book guides you through a step-by-step
approach to figuring out what you truly want, why you don't have
it yet and exactly what you need to do to get it. It will leave you
uplifted and empowered to deliberately receive more abundance,
fun and passion in your life.

Author Bio

Melody Fletcher empowers her readers to change their lives by reminding them that they are WAY more powerful than they've
been led to believe, and that they do, indeed, create (and receive!) their own reality. Melody believes that pretty much everything
most people have been taught about the world is bullshit, and she's not afraid to say so! The way she works with her coaching
clients is actually a form of channeling - but she doesn't go into trance and there is no other entity speaking through her. She
connects to her higher self to bring through wisdom that will help you shift at a breakneck speed - so if you're ready for change
then you had better fasten your seatbelt! Originally from the US, she has dual-citizenship in America and Germany - which she
likes to think makes her kind of like a super-organized cheerleader. www.deliberatereceiving.com
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The Unbelievable Truth
Powerful Insights into the Unseen World of
Spirits, Ghosts, Poltergeists, and Altered States

Gordon Smith
_____________________________________________________________________

Gordon Smith, the internationally respected medium and author
of the bestselling autobiography Spirit Messenger, astounds
people with the accurate messages he brings from the 'other
side'. In this fascinating book, Gordon sheds light on:

- how mediums and psychics get their information
- why spirits choose to communicate with us
- the truth about ghosts, poltergeists and hauntings
- out-of-body experiences and altered states of awareness
- re-incarnation and memories of past lives.
While Gordon is the first person to acknowledge the fact that a
person's imagination, grief, or distress can affect their
perceptions, and that charlatans and frauds only add to the
confusion, his incredible experiences and research have inspired
him with a passion to reveal what really happens in the spirit
world. In The Unbelievable Truth, he lifts the lid on the 'insider'
topics that have captured the imaginations of human beings
throughout history.

Author Bio

Gordon Smith is an astoundingly accurate medium renowned for his ability to give exact names of people, places and even street
names relevant to a person's life. Gordon travels around the world teaching, demonstrating his abilities, and offering healing and
comfort to thousands of people. His extraordinary skills have attracted the attention of university scientists researching psychic
phenomena, as well as countless journalists and documentary producers. www.gordonsmithmedium.com
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One-Minute Mindfulness
How to Live in the Moment

Simon Parke
_____________________________________________________________________

Sometimes we can lose touch with ourselves so much that we
don't even know we have done so, until suddenly we realize with
a start that we have just been going through the motions, without
really experiencing our lives.

The simple fact is that in today's world, we spend so much time
looking forward, rushing on to the next thing, or looking
backwards, stressing and worrying about our perceived mistakes,
that we rarely still ourselves and our minds enough to truly be in
the present moment.

In One-Minute Mindfulness, Simon Parke uses stories and simple
thoughts to help us see through clear eyes how we can return to
the present moment and remain there. This subtle change can be
startlingly healing, bringing peace into every area of our lives,
allowing us to live freely and fully, and to honour what is true for
each of us. Both inspiring and practical, this book is for anyone
who wants to come home to themselves.

Author Bio

Simon Parke spent 20 years as a priest in the Church of England, and three years working in a supermarket, stacking shelves and
contemplating the meaning of life. He has written extensively, producing award-winning scripts for TV and radio, and a collection of
novels. Simon runs, leads retreats, meets with people looking for a new way in their life, and follows the beautiful game. www.
simonparke.com
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Nutrition for Intuition

Doreen Virtue and Robert Reeves
_____________________________________________________________________

Nutrition for Intuition shows the connection between what we eat
and our spiritual abilities. Previous books have spoken about how
to become psychic, and how to trust your intuition, through
meditation, prayer, and so on. And, of course, these methods are
extremely effective. However, this book is different because it
recognizes that meditation alone may not change your intuition if
you continue to ingest unhealthy, low-vibration foods. Nutrition
for Intuition speaks about how to enhance your natural gifts by
combining good dietary practices with energizing spiritual
techniques. This book also covers the pineal gland and its
connection to clairvoyance, as well as the energetic properties of
nutritional supplements like zinc and magnesium. Readers will
learn exactly what to eat and drink to increase their intuition, and
what to avoid in their diets.

Author Bio

Doreen Virtue is a best-selling author and doctor of psychology who works with the angelic realm. She has appeared on Oprah, The
View, Good Morning America, CNN, and other programs; she presents workshops around the world; and she has a call-in talk show
on HayHouseRadio.com®.

Robert Reeves is an accredited naturopath who blends his herbal medicine and nutrition training with his psychic and mediumship
abilities. He has a strong connection to the angels and to the natural world, believing that nature holds Divine healing properties.
Robert gives self-help workshops, writes magazine articles, and has been featured on international radio programs. He owns and
runs a successful natural-therapies clinic in Australia, which he began when he was 17 years old. He has also developed a range of
vibrational essences that focus on crystal and angel energy, and which are currently available as aura sprays. Robert is co-author,
with Doreen Virtue, of Flower Therapy: Welcome the Angels of Nature into Your Life. Website: www.RobertReeves.com.au
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The True Source of Healing
How the Ancient Tibetan Practice of Soul
Retrieval Can Transform and Enrich Your Life

Tenzin Wangyal Rinpoche
_____________________________________________________________________

"Recall a moment in your life when you felt complete, satisfied,

fully alive, at home in yourself. Imagine that it is not only

possible for you to feel that way now and then, but most of the

time. This is what soul retrieval practice offers."

The wisdom of Tibetan Bön Buddhism, one of the world's richest
and most ancient unbroken spiritual traditions, offers powerful
soul retrieval practices and rituals. In his new book, author and
teacher Tenzin Wangyal Rinpoche brings out the most essential
elements of these teachings, presenting them in a way that is
simple, clear, and fresh.

The practices of soul retrieval have the power to help us to
reconnect with nature; with ourselves; and with friends, family,
and co-workers. Through these practices of connecting with the
elements of earth, water, fire, air, and space, we have the
potential to transform everything in our lives: to find joy,
reenergize relationships, feel more connected and productive at
work, dissolve physical pain, and bring more happiness and well-
being to others. They provide much-needed insights and tools for
our hectic, fast-paced lives.

The True Source of Healing offers a clear path toward
reconnecting deeply and completely with your soul, with your
genuine nature, so you can live a more embodied, balanced, and
fulfilling life.

Includes an audio download of guided meditations

Author Bio

Tenzin Wangyal Rinpoche is the founder and spiritual director of Ligmincha Institute, a nonprofit organization dedicated to
preserving the ancient teachings, arts, sciences, language, and literature of Tibet and Zhang Zhung. He is a highly respected
teacher to students around the world and has authored the books Awakening the Sacred Body; Awakening the Luminous Mind;
Tibetan Sound Healing; Tibetan Yogas of Body, Speech, and Mind; The Tibetan Yogas of Dream and Sleep; Healing with Form,
Energy, and Light; and Wonders of the Natural Mind.
Website: www.ligmincha.org
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The Way of the Hammock
Designing Calm for a Busy Life

Marga Odahowski
_____________________________________________________________________

The Way of the Hammock provides a busy person with
practical ways to cultivate calm and enhance creativity. Marga
Odahowski shares simple techniques and powerful stories that
emphasize the value of relaxation, mindfulness, and positivity in
strengthening decision making and achieving greater peace and
well-being.

Marga also draws on a designer's method of visualization and
reiteration to help you maintain beauty and ease throughout the
change process. Designers know that a playful attitude and joyful
mind-set are essential to insight and innovation . . . and why
should they have all the fun! This book will become your own
well-worn tool for transformation from "crazy busy" to calm and
creative. You'll learn to:

-   Implement simple, straightforward techniques for overcoming
challenges in your life and making each day feel relaxed, positive,
and fulfilled.
-   Make confident decisions with one easy practice.
-   Use a design tool customized to enhance your creativity and
provide relief from tension, stress, and anxiety.

Author Bio

Marga Odahowski is an inspirational speaker, teacher, mentor, and corporate consultant. An entrepreneur in education and
business leadership, she is skilled in integrating information from various fields, bringing mind-body research to life in the
classroom. As a consultant she developed the Mindful Executive program for the MBA for Executives at the Darden School of
Business, and has also taught mindfulness-based courses at the University of Virginia for more than 20 years. Marga lives in
Charlottesville, Virginia, and teaches around the world.
Website: www.marga.com
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The Dalai Lama's Cat and the
Power of Meow

David Michie
_____________________________________________________________________

"If you ever doubted that your feline companion has her own

inner life, just watch what happens when she falls asleep, and

loses conscious control of her physical being . . . a twitching of

limbs, a quivering of the jaw, sometimes, perhaps, a snuffling

noise or a meow.

. . . Cats may indeed be capable of great mindfulness, but we are

thinking beings too. In my own case, unfortunately, a being who

thinks rather too much."

In the latest installment of the Dalai Lama's Cat series, His
Holiness's Cat ("HHC") is on a mission: to think less, to
experience more, to live in the moment. She soon learns the
proper phrase for this, being mindful, or, a concept better known
to her as the power of meow. What ensues is a journey to
discover her own true nature, to gain a deeper understanding of
her mind, and to experience life's greatest joy, the here and now.

Throughout, there are encounters with familiar inhabitants of
Dharamsala, as well as a whole new cast of characters: a senior
exec from one of Silicon Valley's most famous social media
companies (hint: the name rhymes with "litter"), the Pope's
beloved dog (who shares a shockingly similar title: HHD, His
Holiness's Dog), and a public health inspector who threatens to
have our poor narrator banned from the Himalaya Book Café.

In this follow-up to the Dalai Lama's Cat and the Art of Purring,
readers escape to the enchanting and exotic world of the Dalai
Lama's monastery in the Himalayas, and take a peek inside the
mind of a delightfully imperfect creature on the path to
enlightenment. By accompanying HHC on her journey, you will
learn new ways to relate to your own mind: slowing down, finding
peace, and abiding in the boundless radiance and benevolence
that is your own true nature.

Author Bio

David Michie is the best-selling author of The Dalai Lama's Cat, Buddhism for Busy People, Hurry Up and Meditate, and
Enlightenment to Go. All have been published internationally and are being translated into many languages. David was born in
Zimbabwe, educated at Rhodes University, South Africa, and lived in London for ten years. He is married and is based in Perth,
Australia. Website: www.davidmichie.com
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Kale and Coffee
A Renegade's Guide to Health, Happiness, and
Longevity

Kevin Gianni
_____________________________________________________________________

In this lighthearted, practical guide, Kevin Gianni, founder of
the popular blog and YouTube show Renegade Health, which has
garnered more than 10 million views to date, takes readers on an
exciting adventure to help them uncover the true rules of health-
which are not necessarily what you expect.

Kevin's journey began when he and his wife bought a used
bio-diesel-powered RV (which they christened "The Kale Whale")
and hit the road. For more than two and a half years they
traveled around the US and Canada talking to health experts and
regular folks alike to find out what was working and what wasn't
when it came to living a healthy life. They drank green juice. They
did wheatgrass shots. They gave up sugar. They said good-bye to
coffee.In short, they used themselves as guinea pigs.

Unfortunately, though, as Kevin experimented with all kinds of
"healthy" diets-vegetarianism, veganism, raw food, and so on-he
got sicker and sicker. After an intense raw food diet, his health
had actually deteriorated so much that he decided to step away
from healthy eating altogether. Although his hiatus from wellness
didn't help him feel better, it did inspire him to go on another
fact-finding mission in order to figure out what wentwrong.

In Kale and Coffee, Kevin shares what he learned-both during
and after their Kale Whale road trip. Packed with research-and
some humor for good measure-Kevin empowers readers to create
a diet and lifestyle that work for them. He helps unravel confusion
about current health claims, and at the end of each chapter, he
presents two paths to success: the first contains easy-to-
implement changes if you simply want to upgrade your routine
and the second, more renegade and difficult, helps if you feel it's
time to completely revamp your life. With these choices readers
can pick how far they want to go. For example, in addressing an
overabundance of heavy metals, the easy route suggests making
one or two of seven proposed changes, including buy a water
filter, use natural cleaning products, and limit your use of plastic,
or in the renegade route, readers can make all seven changes
and get their hair and food or cleaning products tested for heavy
metals. At the end of the book, Kevin brings everything together
into a 21-day jumpstart, so readers can get moving on their own
unique path to health.

With compassion and wit, Kale and Coffee teaches readers
how to disregard the health hype, diet fads, and weight-loss
promises that are thrown around every day, so they can find what
truly makes them feel good.

Author Bio

Kevin Gianni seriously started researching personal and preventative natural health therapies in 2002 when he was struck with the
reality that cancer ran deep in his family and if he didn't change the way he was living, he might go down that same path. Since
then, he's written and self-published six books on natural health, diet, and fitness. He's experimented with many diets and medical
protocols to differentiate myth from reality. Kevin has also traveled around the world searching for the best protocols, foods,
medicines and clinics to introduce them to the readers of his blog RenegadeHealth.com - which is one of the most widely read
natural health blogs in the world with hundreds of thousands of visitors a month from over 150 countries around the world. Visit
renegadehealth.com to learn more.
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Angels Whisper in My Ear
Incredible Stories of Hope and Love from the
Angels

Kyle Gray
_____________________________________________________________________

From the age of four, Kyle Gray has been blessed by the presence
of angels who stood alongside him as he developed his talents to
become the UK's youngest professional psychic medium at the
age of sixteen. In this book, Kyle takes the reader on an
emotional and uplifting journey into the world of angels, and
reveals his own beautiful and inspiring story of learning to
communicate with the other side, which started when his beloved
grandmother passed over.  This communication was tobecome his
vocation and purpose, and Kyle is now known for the startling
accuracy of his readings.

Drawing on his years of experience helping people to share the
wisdom and messages of the angels, Kyle teaches you ways in
which you too can make your own connections, change your ways
of thinking, and finally achieve everything you have ever dreamed
of. An intensely personal and moving book, Angels Whisper in my
Ear offers comfort, wisdom and practical advice that will help
transform your life.

Author Bio

Kyle Gray has been blessed by the presence of angels since he was four years old. He became the UK's youngest professional
psychic medium at the age of sixteen, and continues to amaze his clients with his startlingly accurate readings. Kyle regularly
speaks in front of large audiences, including Hay House I Can Do It! and Ignite! events, and teaches workshops around the world.
www.kylegray.co.uk
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Light Is the New Black
A Guide to Answering Your Soul's Calling and
Working Your Light

Rebecca Campbell
_____________________________________________________________________

Light Is The New Black is a guidebook for a new breed of women
who are here to be bright lights in the world. These women are
modern day lightworkers, who agreed at soul level to be here at
this time in history, to bring us into the Age of Light (lead by
spirit and the divine feminine).

At the Peace Conference in Canada in 2009, when the Dalai Lama
said 'The world will be saved by the western woman', it was a call
to action for women throughout the West. Light Is The New Black
is a response to that call. It guides these women to come back
home to who they are at soul level, and embrace their uniqueness
so they can light up the world in a way that only they can. Gone
are the days of following someone else's well-trodden path. In
order to succeed in this new age, everything must be an
authentic expression of who we truly are. A down-to-earth,
relatable mix of one girl's journey, channeled messages from The
Universe, practical tools, and metaphysical marketing for this new
social age, this book will reconnect you to the core of your being,
so that you can use it to change the world.

Author Bio

Rebecca Campbell had her first awakening when she was a young teenager growing up in Australia . But without anyone to guide 
her, she ignored her soul's calling and dimmed her light in order to fit in. Then in 2011, just before her 30th birthday, the life she 
had so consciously created began to crumble around her. Her 11-year relationship ended, one of her best friends died suddenly, 
then another, then another. Overnight, her fantastic career as an award-winning creative director at a Fortune 500 company no 
longer fit her soul. It was as if The Universe turned off all the lights,so she had no choice but to rediscover her own. And she is so 
grateful that it did . Now, having reconnected to and worked to develop her spiritual gifts, she guides other women to find their 
own authentic light and start shining in the world. www.rebeccacampbell.me
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NLP
How to Use Neuro-Linguistic Programming to
Change Your Life

Ali Campbell
_____________________________________________________________________

This book is a no-nonsense, fun, all-you-need-to-know guide to
the world of Neuro-Linguistic Programming. Written by one of the
world's top NLP experts, Ali Campbell, it uses the techniques of
NLP to teach you the techniques of NLP. Learn how to:

- reprogramme your mind to create the life you want
- change your emotional state quickly and easily
- overcome fears, phobias and frustrations
- transform even lifelong habits quickly
- be at your best when you really need it

Hay House Basics is a new series that features world-class
experts sharing their knowledge on the topics that matter most
for improving your life. If you want to learn a new skill that will
enhance your wellbeing, Hay House Basics guarantees practical,
targeted wisdom that will give you results!

Author Bio

Ali Campbell is one of the world's leading life coaches and NLP experts, and the bestselling author of Just Get on with It! www.
alicampbell.com
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Whole-Pet Healing
A Head-to-Tail Guide to Caring for and
Connecting with Your Animal Companion

Dennis W. Thomas
_____________________________________________________________________

The profound bond between people and our beloved pets is
undeniable; in fact, its existence has been proven by science. In
Whole-Pet Healing , 30-year veterinarian Dr. Dennis Thomas
presents a case for holistic pet care from the quantum level up,
explaining the nature of the energetic body and how we can
influence its extraordinary healing abilities through a wide variety
of complementary modalities-from Traditional Chinese Medicine
and acupuncture, to Eastern and Western herbal therapies, to
Ayurvedic medicine and, yes, even intention and intuition. We
have the power to deliver love and healing to our dogs, cats,
birds, and other pets via our remarkable human-animal energy
connection-for head-to-tail well-being.

Delving into each method, Dennis guides you on how to make
optimal choices with ease and confidence, and maintain your pet's
natural state of perfect health. With detailed chapters covering
additional topics such as finding the right veterinarian, creating
the best natural diet for your pet, knowing what to do in times of
health challenges, and how to intuitively connect with your animal
companion, this groundbreaking book promises to be one you'll
turn to time and again at every stage of your pet's life.

Author Bio

Dr. Dennis Thomas has been a veterinarian for more than 30 years. After two decades of practicing Western allopathic veterinary
medicine, he learned Traditional Chinese Veterinary Medicine and became certified in veterinary acupuncture and Chinese herbal
therapy. Always searching for a deeper understanding of healing, Dennis ultimately studied the principles of quantum physics,
which confirmed the idea he'd always had that he was not the one healing pets, but was rather an instrument to help direct their
healing, using physical means, intention, and subtle energy. Today, Dennis has a small holistic veterinary practice, where one of
his great joys is educating people so that they, too, can direct healing for their animal companions. He and his wife, Lesa, share
their lives with two dogs, Satch' Mo and Chloe, and a horse, Indio. Website: http://www.drdennisthomas.com
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Hardcover Edition: 9781401946043

Beyond Past Lives
What Parallel Realities Can Teach Us about
Relationships, Healing, and Transformation

Mira Kelley, foreword by Wayne W. Dyer
_____________________________________________________________________

In this book, regressionist Mira Kelley shares the life-
changing lessons she has learned from her clients to help you find
support and understanding, and to empower you in your own
growth. Mira teaches you how to connect with your Higher Self in
any moment to receive guidance. You'll come to understand how
everything around you is just a reflection of yourself, why is it
important to forgive, why you have the right to love yourself, and
how the Universe always supports you lovingly and
unconditionally.

The stories contained in these pages will help you discover
how to heal your body, mind, and spirit as you learn about the
nature of time, karma, destiny, and free will-as well as how each
choice creates a new reality for you. As you read Beyond Past

Lives, you'll see how regression has helped others shift to a
reality of health and well-being, and you will be guided to achieve
the same for yourself. Prepare for a powerful transformation as
you experience the profound lesson of your past lives!

Author Bio

Mira Kelley grew up in Bulgaria, where at the age of 13 she had a powerful regression experience. With great courage and trust in
her heart, Mira followed her intuition and came to the United States to go to college. Following her graduation from law school,
Mira practiced as a corporate and securities attorney at a large firm in New York City. A painful physical condition led her to
rediscover the instantaneous emotional and physical healing available through regression, and now she assists people
intransforming their own lives in this way. Stories from Mira's sessions are included in Wishes Fulfilled by Dr. Wayne W. Dyer and
Miracles Happen by Brian L. Weiss, M.D.; they have also been featured on Oprah.com.
Website: www.mirakelley.com
WAYNE DYER Dr. Wayne W. Dyer, affectionately called the "father of motivation" by his fans, is one of the most widely known and

respected people in the field of self-empowerment. He became a well-known author with his bestselling book, Your Erroneous
Zones, and has gone on to write many other self-help classics. Despite his childhood spent in orphanages and foster homes, Dr.
Dyer, who has a doctorate in counseling psychotherapy, has overcome many obstacles to make his dreams come true. Today he
spends much of his time showing others how to do the same. When he's not traveling the globe delivering his uplifting message,
Wayne is writing from his home in Maui, Hawaii. DEEPAK CHOPRA Deepak Chopra has written more than twenty-five books, which
have been translated into thirty-five languages. He is also the author of more than one hundred audio- and videotape series,
including five critically acclaimed programs on public television. In 1999 Time magazine selected Dr. Chopra as one of the Top 100
Icons and Heroes of the Century, describing him as "the poet-prophet of alternative medicine." Dr. Chopra currently serves as CEO
and founder of The Chopra Center for Well Being in La Jolla, California.
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Destressifying
The Real-World Guide to Personal
Empowerment, Lasting Fulfillment, and Peace
of Mind

Davidji
_____________________________________________________________________

Stress-and our subsequent reaction to it-leads to elevated
blood pressure, weight gain, restless sleep, premature aging,
depression, and a weakened immune system. In Destressifying ,
davidji draws on his years of working with individuals in high-
pressure situations-from the military and law enforcement to
business leaders and those in crisis-to show you how to handle
any type of stress that life throws at you. Just as he demystified
the practice of meditation in the award-winning Secrets of

Meditation, in Destressifying davidji transforms our understanding
of stress in his trademark easy-to-understand and entertaining
style. He teaches you proactive life tools to breathe more easily
and slow down so you can live a life of greater balance, better
choices, daily peace of mind, and deeper fulfillment. Using time-
tested techniques, cutting-edge science, and real-world, practical
applications, Destressifying helps you better understand your
needs so you can release the stress and other harmful emotions
that no longer serve you.

Author Bio

davidji  is an internationally recognized stress-management guru, meditation expert, certified Vedic Master, corporate trainer,
public speaker, and life guide. He is the creator of hundreds of guided meditations, including the critically acclaimed CD Fill What

Is Empty; Empty What Is Full. He is also the author of the award-winning book Secrets of Meditation: A Practical Guide to Inner

Peace and Personal Transformation. His teaching style is a unique fusion of timeless wisdom and real-world practical application.
Having apprenticed under Deepak Chopra for more than a decade as his Center's Lead Educator and the Dean of Chopra Center
University, davidji has personally taught hundreds of thousands of people to meditate. He now travels the world helping individuals
awaken to the best version of themselves and discover their finest expression in life. For the past two years, he has hosted LIVE

from the SweetSpot with davidji onHayHouseRadio.com. Website:http://www.davidji.com
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Hardcover Edition: 9781401910334

Divine Magic
The Seven Secrets of Manifestation

Doreen Virtue
_____________________________________________________________________

The Ancient Hermetic Secrets to Alchemy and Divine Magic

Revealed!

You have natural magical abilities that can elevate your life to
a whole new level, as well as heal and help your loved ones and
clients. The original teacher of this Divine magic was an Egyptian
sage named Hermes Trismegistus. His teachings, called
"Hermetics," were only taught verbally or in very cryptic writings.
In 1908, three Hermetic students wrote these teachings in a book
called The Kybalion. Yet this work was still difficult to understand
because of its archaic and confusing language.

Now, in Divine Magic, Doreen Virtue presents a clear, edited
version of The Kybalion, written in understandable and modern
language. She gives comments and practical suggestions based
upon her own success in using Hermetic teachings for healing and
manifestation. With Divine Magic, you can master your moods,
release negativity, manifest new levels of abundance, and attract
wonderful opportunities in all areas of your life.

Author Bio

Doreen Virtue is a best-selling author and doctor of psychology who works with the angelic realm. She has appeared on Oprah, The
View, Good Morning America, CNN, and other programs; she presents workshops around the world; and she has a call-in talk show
on HayHouseRadio.com®.
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Eat Well, Move Well, Think Well
The Ultimate Wellness & Prevention Solution

James Chestnut
_____________________________________________________________________

Why and how have humans become the sickest species on
the planet? Why are more and more of our children, teenagers,
adults, and seniors developing and suffering from chronic illness?
How can we spend more and more money to take more and more
prescription drugs every year and still be getting sicker and
sicker? What is causing the rapid onset of this pandemic of
chronic illness, and all the human, social, and economic costs
associated with it? Why are so many of us fatigued, tired,
depressed, anxious, stressed, overweight, and unhappy? Why do
so many have high blood pressure, high cholesterol, diabetes,
obesity, digestive problems, and physical and emotional pain?
Most importantly, how can we protect ourselves, our loved ones,
and our society from this pandemic of preventable suffering?

In this book, Dr. James Chestnut summarizes his more than
25 years of scientific research review, writing, lecturing, and
clinical experience. He presents utterly convincing, engaging,
empowering, and often witty answers to these questions and
provides you with a clear, understandable, and easy-to-
implement Wellness and Prevention Solution. The truth is that we
are not sick with chronic illness because of bad genes or a lack of
innate ability to self-regulate and self-heal. We are sick because
we have created living environments and lifestyle habits that are
at odds with what we genetically require to express health. We
need to learn and implement the lifestyle choices that provide our
genes with the raw materials they need to express health so that
we can get and stay well. We need . . . Eat Well, Move Well,
Think Well!

Author Bio

Dr. James Chestnut is a recognized international authority and lecturer on the science and practice of wellness and prevention, and
is a tireless patient advocate. Dr. Chestnut's revolutionary concept of Eat Well, Move Well, Think WellGäó as the genetically
required lifestyle foundations of his Wellness and Prevention Solution has not only helped define the practice of wellness and
prevention, but has simplified it for both patients and clinicians. His books, lectures, postgraduate programs, and clinical
assessment and intervention protocols are revolutionary both in content and in the health outcomes they have helped thousands of
clinicians to elicit. Dr. Chestnut now divides his time between writing; traveling around the globe to lecture; and his wonderful,
healthy, intelligent, supportive, beautiful, and unconditionally loved wife, Lori, and children, Meghan and Tyson.
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Hardcover Edition: 9781401945343

Love Never Dies
How to Reconnect and Make Peace with the
Deceased

Jamie Turndorf
_____________________________________________________________________

Famed relationship therapist, author, and media personality
Dr. Jamie Turndorf -known worldwide as Dr. Love-shares the
amazing true story of her spiritual reconnection with her beloved
deceased husband, internationally renowned former Jesuit priest
Emile Jean Pin. Discovering for herself that relationships don't end
in death, Jamie recounts her remarkable experience where,
through the depths of her grief after Jean's sudden passing, her
husband made his continued presence-and undying love-known.

Drawing on these personal encounters, Jamie has created a
groundbreaking new form of grief therapy that combines her
acclaimed conflict-resolution techniques with after-death
communication. The result: an unprecedented method that
enables the bereaved to reconnect, resolve unfinished business,
and make peace with the deceased.

Filled with dozens of examples of spirit contact and
communication, this book eliminates any doubt about life after
death and shows that contact is ongoing. Loved ones in spirit
don't just linger briefly before going to "heaven" and disappearing
from your life. Rather, heaven is a state, not a place, and your
loved ones have eternity to support you and heal any issues left
behind when they passed on.

Come to recognize the numerous signs from spirit that you
may have been missing. Learn to trust yourself and the process
that's right for you-not a shortened, artificial grief period
prescribed by conventional doctors. Practice techniques for
heightening your senses, expanding your awareness, and
entering an open state, culminating in Jamie's method for
Dialoguing with the Departed.

When connection and love live on, fear is banished and
relationships can grow and heal as never before. Begin opening
your mind and your heart today!

Author Bio

Known to millions as Dr. Love, through her immensely popular website, AskDrLove.com-the web's first relationship-advice site,
online since 1995- Jamie Turndorf, Ph.D., has been delighting readers and audiences for three decades with her engaging blend of
professional knowledge, spicy humor, and ability to turn clinical psychobabble into easy-to-understand concepts that transform
lives and heal relationships.

Jamie's conflict-resolution techniques have been featured on all the major networks, including CNN (who recently dubbed her
their "Resident Love Doctor"), NBC, CBS, VH1, and Fox, and on WebMD, Discovery.com, and iVillage. She's also appeared in many
of the most popular national magazines, such as Cosmopolitan, Men's Health, and Glamour. In addition, she writes a column called
We Can Work It Out for Psychology Today online. The Ask Dr. Love radio show can be heard in Seattle on KKNW and on
WebTalkRadio.net, which is heard in 80 countries worldwide.
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I Can Do It 2016 Calendar
366 Daily Affirmations

Louise Hay
_____________________________________________________________________

A new year brings the sense of freedom, growth, and fresh
opportunity. This year, we know that so many empowering and
exciting experiences are right around the corner!

Since this is a leap year, Louise Hay 's I CAN DO IT 2016
Calendar offers you 366 positive thoughts, affirmations, and
words of wisdom to help you manifest love, success, health, and
overall well-being. Filled with gorgeous photographs from world
traveler Daniel Peralta, this beautifully designed calendar helps
you focus on that I can do it attitude that will cause you to open
your heart and appreciate all the wonderful things that Life has to
offer!

Author Bio

Louise Hay, the author of the international bestseller You Can Heal Your Life, is a metaphysical lecturer and teacher with more than
40 million books sold worldwide. For more than 30 years, Louise has helped people throughout the world discover and implement
the full potential of their own creative powers for personal growth and self-healing. Louise is the founder and chairman of Hay
House, Inc., which disseminates books, CDs, DVDs, and other products that contribute to the healing of the planet. Visit www.
LouiseHay.com Robert Holden, Ph.D., is the creator of the Loveability program. His work on psychology and spirituality has been
featured on Oprah, Good Morning America, and a PBS special called "Shift Happens." He was also featured in two major BBC-TV
documentaries, The Happiness Formula and How to Be Happy. His corporate clients include Dove and its Campaign for Real Beauty.
He is author of Happiness NOW!, Shift Happens!, Authentic Success (formerly titled Success Intelligence), and Be Happy. Robert
hosts a weekly show on Hay House Radio called Shift Happens! He also contributes daily to his Facebook page at www.facebook.
com/drrobertholden. For information, visit www.robertholden.org.
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Daily Love from Your Angels
2016 Calendar

Doreen Virtue
_____________________________________________________________________

You'll always know that your angels are with you when the
Daily Love from Your Angels 2016 Calendar is on your desktop!
Each page features a beautiful Victorian angel image and a sweet
and loving message about how much Heaven cares for you.
Doreen Virtue 's new calendar makes a great gift for yourself or
your loved ones!

Author Bio

Doreen Virtue is a best-selling author and doctor of psychology who works with the angelic realm. She has appeared on Oprah, The
View, Good Morning America, CNN, and other programs; she presents workshops around the world; and she has a call-in talk show
on HayHouseRadio.com®.
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Everyday Wisdom 2016
Calendar

Wayne W. Dyer
_____________________________________________________________________

"Every day of this year can be the best day of your life so far
if you will just make the effort to do one thing: Replace every
negative thought with a positive one. This very simple act can do
more to alter the fabric of your life for the better than just about
anything else I can think of."

With these words, Dr. Wayne W. Dyer sets the tone for the
new year. In this beautifully illustrated calendar, he shares
inspiring insights to help you reflect upon the wisdom within
every day of the year. Spending each day with Wayne's words will
ensure that 2016 is your best year yet!

Author Bio

WAYNE DYER Dr. Wayne W. Dyer, affectionately called the "father of motivation" by his fans, is one of the most widely known and
respected people in the field of self-empowerment. He became a well-known author with his bestselling book, Your Erroneous
Zones, and has gone on to write many other self-help classics. Despite his childhood spent in orphanages and foster homes, Dr.
Dyer, who has a doctorate in counseling psychotherapy, has overcome many obstacles to make his dreams come true. Today he
spends much of his time showing others how to do the same. When he's not traveling the globe delivering his uplifting message,
Wayne is writing from his home in Maui, Hawaii. DEEPAK CHOPRA Deepak Chopra has written more than twenty-five books, which
have been translated into thirty-five languages. He is also the author of more than one hundred audio- and videotape series,
including five critically acclaimed programs on public television. In 1999 Time magazine selected Dr. Chopra as one of the Top 100
Icons and Heroes of the Century, describing him as "the poet-prophet of alternative medicine." Dr. Chopra currently serves as CEO
and founder of The Chopra Center for Well Being in La Jolla, California.
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